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Kazakhstan

Capital city: Astana
Territory: 2,7 mln sq.km (the 9th ranking country 
among size  
Population: 17, 2 million people (the 62nd in the 
world)
Border countries: Russia, China, Kyrgyzstan, 
Uzbekistan , Turkmenistan
Administrative division: 14 areas, 2 cities of 
republican value
GDP of 2013: $224,858 billion (the 45th place in 
the world)
GDP per citizen  2013: $13 048 (the 57th place in 
the world)



Southern Kazakhstan area

Area: 117 249 sq.km
Population: 2 752 500 people (1 place 
in Kazakhstan)
Urban population of 40%

Administrative center: Shymkent (3rd 
large city of Kazakhstan)

Structure of area: 4 cities (Shymkent, 
Kentau, Turkestan, Arys) and 11 areas.

Higher educational institutions: 12 
HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS, 
77,7 thousand students
Ethnoses: more than 100 nationalities

100% of cotton of 
production

99,2% transformers
48,0% pharmaceutical 

medicines
46,1% gasoline
22,9% fuel oil
16,8% cement

15,0% flour

Share of Southern 
Kazakhstan 

from total production 
across Kazakhstan



About Flower Industry of Kazakhstan

The main flower on the Kazakhstan flower market is a Dutch rose. 

According to experts estimate “rose” sales make up 70 % of the total 

Kazakhstan flower market.

Volume estimates of the flower market vary considerably, from 20-

30 million to 100 million dollars. According to Inna Vasilieva, Director 

General of “Bonar Service” retail chain, - “90% of the products are 

import from Kenya, Colombia, Holland, Ecuador, China and 

Uzbekistan, and only 10% is the share of the local market”.



Reason for the Government initiative to develop  

Horticultural Industry 

While oil prices reduce and financial sector begin to experience difficulties, agriculture & 

horticulture is considered as one of the promising industries nowadays in Kazakhstan.

As of today, Most of the flowers arrives to the Southern capital by air or by road and then is 

distributed into regions, since the largest flower consumption is in Almaty. The share of the 

Southern and Northern capitals is 70%.

Dominance of import on the local market is primarily due to price factors. The production price of 

a rose grown in Africa or South America is considerably lower than that of a local one. While all 

market players agree that the flower market is growing and will continue to grow.



Kazakhstan has more arable land per person than anywhere in the 

world with the exception of Australia.

The greenhouse industry of Kazakhstan is only beginning its development and has a vision for 

the future as the land for such industry development is available in abundance. Today’s 

horticulture sector in Kazakhstan has made significant steps towards a smarter high tech industry 

using such systems as Greenhouse Irrigation system, Hot water heating system, Climate & 

Fertigation control systems. Moisture-saving technologies which is  widely used in the country. In 

Kazakhstan the number of Dutch hyper modern greenhouses has risen in a relatively short 

period of time. In recent years government is actively developing Horticulture and Floriculture 

Industry, including the sectors as pot flowers and landscape design. There is no industrial 

production of room plants in Kazakhstan. 100% of this market is import.

http://www.netafim.com/crop/greenhouse_technology/heating


Currently ,the entire horticultural chain of growers, cultivators, 

auctions, export companies and sellers is in Dutch hands. They supply 

fresh cut flowers, flower bulbs and perennials to Kazakhstan as well 

as share their knowledge and skills in plant breeding with Kazakh 

professional growers. Eighty-seven percent of all greenhouses in 

Kazakhstan have been built in the South Kazakhstan Region. In 2013 

the area under the region’s greenhouses increased to 720 hectares. 

South Kazakhstan also gathered a record high vegetable harvest of 

more than two million tons. 



Agro - industrial zones

Agro-industrial zone "Garden" Place: Kazygurt district the 
Allocated area: 1 000 hectares the Volume of the state 
investments (allocated for construction of infrastructure): 100 
million tenges Volume of private investments (expected): 4,6 
billion tenge

Agro-industrial zone "Greenhouse"
Place: Shymkent
The allocated area: 62 hectares
The volume of the state investments (allocated for construction 
of infrastructure): 555 million tenge

Volume of private investments (expected): 9,2 billion tenge
State support: - Free land plot; - Ready infrastructure (heating, 
water, electricity, warehouse and household rooms); - Advisory 
support at the choice of technology; - Agro-maintenances; -
Maintenance when receiving proceeds of credit of JSC Kazagro; 
- Maintenance when receiving the state subsidies.



Tourism
One of the most visited tourist objects in
Average of Asia is Hodge Ahmet's
mausoleum of Yasavi which is included in the
List of the world heritage of UNESCO.

In the region there are 2 reserves: Aqsa-
Zhabagly and "Karatau".
For development of tourism 4 tourist zones
are created:
• Tourist center Kaskasu center
• Improving resort area "Saryagash"
• Beach zone on the reservoir "Shardara"
• Beach zone reservoir "Dietary supplements
• South Kazakhstan attracts huge tourism in 

CIS Region of the Ancient Silk Road.



Thank you for your attention


